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What is Virtualization

Virtualization technology is the creation of a virtual (rather 
than physical) version of something (be it a server, 
application, storage, network, client, …) such as an 
operating system, a server, a storage device or network 
resources,  that can be easily moved from one 
environment to another if the need arise. 



hoW does it Work
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1960

S/360 mainframe

1963
Project MAC aka 
Multiple Access 
Computer

1966

CP-67- First commercial Main 
Frame to Support Virtualization.

1987

Stealth Project 
renamed to JAVA in 
1995 1990

Insignia Solutions 
introduced the SoftPC
Software Emulator-
Allow DOS 
applications to be run 
on Unix workstations.

1997

Virtual 
PC

1998

When did it began



From 1998 until today, here are the top key players that compromise cloud technology aka 
virtualization technology today and the ones that we will focus on in the next few slides. 
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1998

2003

2007

2008

Who are the key players



Types of Virtualization
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hoW many types there are

Server Virtualization

Client Virtualization

Storage Virtualization

Container
Virtualization
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Virtualization Technology

What is serVer Virtualization

Server Virtualization

Consumer Interface

 Is the Core Method for Cloud Computing
 Server Consolidation is made possible by 

limiting the needs of physical servers to 
what matters. (Typically 8 to include Fail-
Over and physical segmentation of 
environments)

 Hardware  Resource Utilization will be 70-
80% use vs. the typical 10-15% used by a 
single server.

 Physical and Geographical Limitations 
Non-existent

 Disaster Recovery is easier as failover  can 
be applied. 

 Deployment boundaries are limitless.
 Energy Savings are higher, those leading 

to lower capital expenses. 
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What is Client Virtualization

Client Virtualization

 Workstation Level 
Environment

 OS Layer Isolation
 Development 

Environment
Virtualization Technology



What is storage Virtualization
Storage Virtualization

Direct-Attached Storage (DAS) Network Attached Storage (NAS) Storage Area Network (SAN)
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What is storage Virtualization
Storage Virtualization

Direct-Attached Storage (DAS) Network Attached Storage (NAS) Storage Area Network (SAN)

Direct-attached storage (DAS) is 
digital storage directly attached
to the computer accessing it, as 
opposed to storage accessed over 
a computer network. Examples of 
DAS include hard drives, solid-
state drives, optical disc drives, 
and storage on external drives.

NAS systems are networked 
appliances which contain one or 
more storage drives, often 
arranged into logical, redundant 
storage containers or RAID. 
Network-attached storage
removes the responsibility of file 
serving from other servers on the 
network.

A storage area network (SAN) is a 
secure high-speed data transfer 
network that provides access to 
consolidated block-level storage. 
An SAN makes a network of 
storage devices accessible to 
multiple servers. SAN devices 
appear to servers as attached 
drives, eliminating traditional 
network bottlenecks. Fibre
Channel switch is a network 
switch compatible with the Fibre
Channel (FC) protocol. It allows 
the creation of a Fibre Channel
fabric, that is the core component 
of a storage area network (SAN).
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What is Container Virtualization
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Cloud Standards Evolution
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Cloud Standards

2009
 FedRAMP initiative began within OMB.
 Standards were NOT fully available to the 

public or other federal agencies.
 Only selected individuals had access to the 

group working on its development.
 This initiative was later transferred to GSA.

 Published a number of standards for 
public use.

 Had a strong hold on cloud 
computing technologies. 2011

Dec. 2011 FedRAMP is officially 
established and assigned to GSA. 
Operational capabilities were not 
reached until 2012.
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U.S. Cloud Standards Adoption

2012
 OMB requires that Federal Agencies consider Cloud Computing as an alternative for new IT Investments
 FedRAMP reaches operational capabilities and is publicly available
 M-12-08: Principles for Federal Engagement in Standards Activities to Address National Priorities, dated 

January 12, 2012.   

2009
 The Cloud Computing Program Management Office (PMO) is established within the Office of Management 

and Budget (O&B) and the General Service Administration (GSA) agencies. 
 Industry Summit is conducted with the private sector to explore the risk and benefits associated with cloud 

computing.
 Security and Standards Working Groups are established and are in charge for establishing a framework and 

roadmap to drive standards to facilitate interoperability, portability, and management for cloud computing. 

2010  Development of a government-wide security certification and accreditation process for cloud solutions is 
initiated. 

 The National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) hosted a “Cloud Computing Forum and Workshop” 
to engage with industry to collaboratively develop standards and explore solutions for cloud 
interoperability, portability, and security. 

2011  OMB officially establishes FedRAMP in December
 NIST Publishes a number of Special Publications 500/800 Series addressing Cloud standards
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Cloud Standards Key Players
US Government & Private Organizations wishing to do business with the government

Non-US specific guidance
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Cloud Architecture/Infrastructure Overview



Per NIST SP 800-145

“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of 
five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models”. 
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What’s Cloud Computing



Per NIST SP 800-145, cloud computing has the following Five (5) Essential Characteristics: 
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On-demand Self-service

Broad Network Access

Resource pooling

Rapid elasticity

Measured Service

What CharaCteristiCs it has
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Essential Cloud Characteristics
Per NIST SP 800-145, cloud computing has the following Five (5) Essential Characteristics: 

1) On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and 
network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider. 

2) Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms 
that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and 
workstations). 

3) Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-
tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to 
consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the customer generally has no control or 
knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher level 
of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, 
and network bandwidth. 

4) Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale 
rapidly outward and inward to commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for 
provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

5) Measured service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering 
capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and 
active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for 
both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 
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hoW are layers orChestrated
Following system architecture conventions, the horizontal positioning (i.e., layering) represents 
dependency relationships – the upper layer components are dependent on adjacent lower layer to 
function. The resource abstraction and control layer exposes virtual cloud resources on top of the 
physical resource layer and supports the service layer where cloud service interfaces are exposed to 
Cloud Consumers, while Cloud Consumers do not have direct access to the physical resources. The 
layers can be described as follows: 

1) Top Layer-This is where Cloud Providers define interfaces for Cloud Consumers to access 
the computing services. The CSP defines and provisions each of the three service models 
and is where cloud consumers consume cloud services through the respective cloud 
interfaces. 

2) Middle Layer- This is the resource abstraction and control layer. This layer contains the 
system components that Cloud Providers use to provide and manage access to the physical 
computing resources through software abstraction. Examples of resource abstraction 
components include software elements such as hypervisors, virtual machines, virtual data 
storage, and other computing resources. The control aspect of this layer refers to the 
software components that are responsible for resource allocation, access control, and usage 
monitoring. While virtual machine technology is commonly used at this layer, other means 
of providing the necessary software abstractions are not precluded. This layer provides 
“cloud readiness” with the five characteristics defined in the NIST definition of cloud 
computing. 

3) Lower Layer- This is the physical resource layer, which includes all the physical computing 
resources. This layer includes hardware resources, such as computers (CPU and memory), 
network devices (routers, firewalls, switches, network links, and interfaces), storage 
components (hard disks) and other physical computing infrastructure elements. It also 
includes facility resources, such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), power, 
communications, and other aspects of the physical plant. 
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The Service Interface that exist between the provider and the Consumer is key to 
defining the characteristics of the cloud service. This service interface is essential to 
ensure both the CSP and authorized Consumer have a common interface in which to 
address the requirements set-forth on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) to include 

response and performance. 

What’s the engineers VieW
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Cloud Computing Advantages
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What’s are the adVantages

Geographic Spread

Elasticity

Standard Interface

Physical Security

Incident Response

Software 
Development

Security

Backups & Server Side 
Storage

Security As A Service

Compliance



11 Cloud Computing Advantages
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Advantage Description- PROS/CONS Security Engineering Notes

1- Geographic spread Organizations offering cloud computing are often spread out across different 
geographic regions, nationally or globally. This can help alleviate the following:
- Resiliency against regional issues and local disasters
- Denial of Service (DoS) attacks 
- Network latency reduction, those improving availability and performance of 

service provided. 

CONS: 
- Not offered by all cloud providers
- Costly since data synchronization across two or more sites requires network 

bandwidth, computing, power and storage. 

- For Federal Government systems, only 
CONUS datacenters are to be used. The 
use of OCONUS can lead to legal 
litigations against the organization. 

- Ensure the Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) clearly states the requirements

2- Elasticity CSPs tend to leverage large data center that provide sufficient spare resources 
for expansion in order to respond to rapid changes in resource usage, peak 
usage, and Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. 

CONS:
- Not all CSPs offer the same kind of elasticity.
- Consumption is typically limited by the provider or consumer. 
- Cost can spike. Consumer may be required to configure or request elasticity 

as an optional service

- Determine the need for Elasticity
- Determine if the CSP or the Data 

Center being used by the CSP supports 
elasticity and the type supported. 



11 Cloud Computing Advantages (Cont.)
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Advantage Description- PROS/CONS Security Engineering Notes

3- Standard formats and 
interfaces

Cloud computing services tend to provide standard programming language 
interfaces like XML and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation). This allows for easier 
integration with other services and portability with other platforms. This 
methodology facilities backup, failover, and integration with existing security 
tools which many consumers may use, such as monitoring tools. 

CONS:
- Not all CSPs offer standard interfaces or data formats

- Identify the target consumers need
- Identify the latest programming 

languages and software used for 
application deployment

- Identify client needs/requirements

4- Physical security Physical Security is inherited from CSPs. The cost is typically shared as part of the 
services provided. This includes perimeter protection, 24/7 guards, alarm 
systems, camera surveillance, automated fire extinguishers, etc. 

This reduces the risk of physical theft of servers, disk and equipment, fires, 
floods, etc. 

NOTE: Only offered if CSPs own a secured datacenter or outsource the 
datacenter portion used by the cloud. 

- Identify the Hosting Provider to identify 
the physical security measures 
provided.

- Identify the compliance requirements 
and certificates they must abided by

- Ensure the SLA clearly addresses 
security specific requirements



11 Cloud Computing Advantages (Cont.)
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Advantage Description- PROS/CONS Security Engineering Notes

5- Incident Response 
around-the-clock

Most CPSs continuously monitor their services around-the-clock and have 
sufficient response capabilities to react to failures or attacks. For 24/7 
monitoring, cost may be shared as part of the packages offered to consumers. 

CONS:
- Not all CPSs have the ability to provide 24/7 Incident Response capabilities
- Not all CSPs monitor key security incidents which can impact the consumer
- Not all CSPs have the necessary man power in place to address high level 

incident response issues
- Not all CSP have established Incident Response Teams or Plans in place

- Determine the Incident Response 
requirements for the target consumer 
base

- Develop an organization-wide incident 
response

- Determine if there is enough man 
power to handle the workload

- Determine if current personnel has the 
necessary skillsets to handle Incident 
Response Issues

- Determine outsourcing options 
available

6- Software development Some CSPs have the ability to invest on the implementation of secured software 
development and provide cost-effective software development services. 

CONS: 
- Not all Software developers implement security as part of their process
- Many lack a clear SDLC process and don’t have security tools in place to 

identify software specific vulnerabilities. 

- Identify if the organization has an SDLC 
in place and the type. 

- Identify the necessary security tools 
required to develop secure applications

- Identify third-party software 
(proprietary or open source) for which 
the organization has limited control

- Develop a brief denoting how software 
is secured in accordance with the 
consumer’s requirements need for 
marketing purposes. 



11 Cloud Computing Advantages (Cont.)
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Advantage Description- PROS/CONS Security Engineering Notes

7- Security, Patching and 
Updating

Depending on the Cloud Model acquired by the consumer, CSPs may be 
responsible for patching, updating, and securing the underlying layers of the 
model selected by the consumer. 

CONS:
- CSPs don’t always patch the underlying environments in a timely manner. 
- CSP’s don’t always employ the necessary automation mechanisms to keep 

up with patches and updates
- CSP’s don’t always updated Application specific software such as Apache 

Servers, JAVA, or the underlying specific software leveraged by the 
application layer. 

- Identify all components for which 
patching, updates, and security is 
required. 

- Identify the consumer responsibilities 
based on the Cloud Model Selected

- Clearly state the responsibilities within 
the SLA. 

8- Backups Depending on the Cloud Model, CSPs may provide the ability to implement 
automated tools for creating and testing backups as an additional service. 

CONS:
- Not all CSPs provide automated backup of data
- Since storage and network bandwidth is required, there is higher cost 

associated with it.
- Backup mechanisms may not comply with compliance requirements. 

- Determine the backup capabilities to be 
offered as part of the CSP Cloud Model.

- Identify the tools in place or required 
and determine if they provide the 
ability to keep track of bandwidth for 
billing purposes

- Determine the types of backups to be 
offered.

- Determine if backups will be locally or 
external. 

- Determine if the ability to backup 
externally can be supported 



11 Cloud Computing Advantages (Cont.)
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Advantage Description- PROS/CONS Security Engineering Notes

9- Server-side storage Some CSPs offer the ability to limit the amount of data stored on the end-user 
mobile devices. This will limit mobile devices threats such as theft, loss, physical 
damage, etc., which can in turn lead to sensitive data leakage. 

- Clearly identify the data types to be 
stored on the servicer-side and client-
side

- Clearly identify mobile devices
supported and not supported

- Document within the SLA
- Identify consumer specific 

responsibilities

10- Security-as-a-Service 
and Security Add-ons

Depending on the cloud model, security responsibilities can be offered as part of 
the services. This is specifically true for PaaS and SaaS models, those limiting the 
need for consumers to have in-house personnel outside of the ones already in 
place and allows them to balance the workload between their internal need and 
external needs. 

- Depending on the Cloud Model, identify 
the components to be secured as part 
of the services provided. 

- Identify the client specific 
responsibilities

- Determine if an extra cost for resources 
has been considered as part of the 
consumer cost

11- Certification and 
Compliance

Most CSPs most abide by a number of compliance requirements based on their 
consumer target. This can include ISO210001, HIPPA, PCI DSS or FedRAMP, 
which can be leveraged by many customers at once. 

- Identify the consumer’s compliance 
requirements

- Identify the best option
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Send them to 
info@cyberadeptness.com
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Need Help?

CyberAdeptnes
We have over 20+ years of 
combined experience in the field 
and a unique process to 
streamline the requirements. 

Contact us today to schedule a meeting and determine how we may be of help 
to your organization. Our processes are flexible to accommodate compliance 
needs, regardless of sector (i.e., Healthcare, Finance, Law, Education, etc.).
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